Dream – Strong in Christ = Useful to Christ
Dream: Someone had to be selected to build a house. There was a man with an
oxygen pipe in his mouth, like he was struggling to breathe on his own, this man was
not selected. There was another man who was strong built and breathing strongly on
his own, this man was selected to build the house.
Interpretation: As Christians, many of us want to be used in ministry, we dream of
being used by God for mighty things. But unfortunately many that dream that, do not
want to submit to the Holy Spirit shaping them and changing them and training them.
They do not want to spend time in the “atmosphere of Heaven”, learning how to
“breathe strongly” in the spiritual realm, so they get in little bits of Holy Spirit “oxygen”
at a time, never being expanded to take in more, never casting of old wineskins so new
wineskins that are stronger and bigger can be given. Never allowing God to increase
their spiritual territory by growing their spirit man through His strength. These people
are also unfortunately not often trusted to build spiritual houses, because their spirits
have not grown in the grace of God to be able to.
If you want to be used by God, spend time with God, in prayer, in worship, in His Word.
Let Him shape and grow you, and when the time comes to build a house, you will not
be overlooked to do so, but will fulfil Gods purpose for your life.
The gift (anointing) comes without repentance, it’s yours. How big your sphere will be
to use those gifts, is determined not by anointing, but by character and obedience, by
Christ likeness.
How much do you “smell” of Him? Strong, lasting scent comes only through continues
contact. You have to soak in His presence, to smell like (and eventually look like) His
presence. There are NO shortcuts.
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